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Successful diagnosis, screening, and elimination of malaria critically
depend on rapid and sensitive detection of this dangerous infection,
preferably transdermally and without sophisticated reagents or
blood drawing. Such diagnostic methods are not currently available.
Here we show that the high optical absorbance and nanosize of
endogenous heme nanoparticles called “hemozoin,” a unique com-
ponent of all blood-stage malaria parasites, generates a transient
vapor nanobubble around hemozoin in response to a short and
safe near-infrared picosecond laser pulse. The acoustic signals of
these malaria-specific nanobubbles provided transdermal noninva-
sive and rapid detection of a malaria infection as low as 0.00034%
in animals without using any reagents or drawing blood. These
on-demand transient events have no analogs among current
malaria markers and probes, can detect and screen malaria in sec-
onds, and can be realized as a compact, easy-to-use, inexpensive,
and safe field technology.

Rapid, accurate, noninvasive, and bloodless detection of low
levels of malaria parasites is critical for surveillance, treat-

ment, and elimination of malaria (1, 2) but so far is not sup-
ported by current diagnostic methods (3–7), which depend upon
qualified personnel, sophisticated in vitro methodologies, blood
sampling, and specific reagents. All blood-stage malaria parasites
digest hemoglobin and form unique intraparasite nanoparticles
called “hemozoin” (8–11). The high optical absorbance com-
bined with the nanosize (50–400 nm) of hemozoin (9, 11, 12) can
be used to generate a transient localized vapor nanobubble
around hemozoin in response to a short, safe laser pulse. A short
picosecond pulse localizes the released heat to a nanovolume
around a nanoparticle (13, 14) and evaporates liquid around the
hemozoin in an explosive manner, creating an expanding and
collapsing transient vapor bubble of submicrometer size in the
malaria parasite (Fig. 1A). Using our experience in the genera-
tion and detection of vapor nanobubbles of other origins in cells
and animals (15, 16), we hypothesized that hemozoin-induced
vapor nanobubbles (H-VNBs) can act as highly sensitive optical
and acoustic probes for malaria detection (Fig. 1 B and C). Here,
we report studies of H-VNBs in water, whole blood, and in-
dividual human red blood cells (RBCs) infected with Plasmo-
dium falciparum and evaluate their noninvasive transdermal
detection in Plasmodium yoelii–infected mice.

Results
Hemozoin-Generated Vapor Nanobubbles. The generation and de-
tection of H-VNBs was first explored in vitro in the three systems
of isolated hemozoin nanocrystals in water, individual human
RBCs infected with early (ring) and mature (schizont) stage
P. falciparum parasites (infected RBC, iRBC), and mixtures of
iRBC–RBC. Fig. 1 shows a cartoon of three nanobubble detection
methodologies using optical scattering by H-VNB (Fig. 1 A and B)
and acoustic waves emitted by H-VNB (Fig. 1C). The main aspects
of this in vitro work are summarized in Fig. 2 (Figs. S1–S8). The

rows of Fig. 2 indicate the system under study [hemozoin nano-
crystals (A), ring stage iRBC (B), schizont stage iRBC (C), and
an uninfected human RBC (D)]. The columns indicate the
observations of these systems before (I and II) and after ex-
posure to a laser pulse (VI). The middle three columns (III–V)
show the transient signals generated by the system in response
to the laser pulse.
An isolated hemozoin nanocrystal (Fig. 2A) returned all three

responses typical for a transient vapor nanobbuble (14–16): a
bright flash in the time-resolved optical scattering image (Fig.
2 A, III); the optical scattering trace (showing the expansion and
collapse of the nanobubble), which is quantified through the
trace lifetime (Fig. 2 A, IV); and the acoustic trace, which is
quantified through the peak-to-peak amplitude (Fig. 2 A, V). All
these responses were observed only in the presence of individual
hemozoin nanocrystals and coincided with their location and
therefore were attributed to H-VNBs.

H-VNB in Human RBCs. H-VNBs in individual human RBCs in-
fected with P. falciparum (clone 3D7) were studied in vitro.
Parasites in iRBCs were identified optically with Giemsa (17)
(Fig. 2 B, I) and SYBR green I (18) (Fig. 2 B, II). One hundred
iRBCs at the early (ring) stage (Fig. 2B) and mature (schizont)
stage (Fig. 2C) were each exposed to a single laser pulse (532
nm, 40 mJ·cm−2). All iRBCs returned responses (Fig. 2 B and C,
III–V) similar to those obtained from isolated hemozoin. The
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optical responses coincided with the parasite location and there-
fore were assigned to parasites in iRBCs. The complete absence of
the nanobubble-specific responses in identically irradiated un-
infected RBCs (Fig. 2D) demonstrates that hemoglobin and
other cellular components do not generate such nanobubbles
with the same laser pulses. Note that the H-VNB has selectively
destroyed the iRBC but did not damage an adjacent uninfected
RBC (Fig. 2 B and C).The principal conclusion to be drawn from
Fig. 2 is that iRBCs selectively generated H-VNBs, which were
clearly discernible in individual cells even in the ring stage,
whereas the uninfected cell produced no signal.

H-VNB Detection. The sensitivity and specificity of H-VNB de-
tection in human iRBC was studied through the H-VNB lifetime
and amplitude in the multicell system of the mixed iRBC–RBC
(1:1,000) by simultaneously irradiating 800 cells with a single
laser pulse of broad diameter (Fig. 3A). The presence and stage
of individual iRBCs among irradiated cells were confirmed in
real time through malaria-specific fluorescence (Fig. S5). Mature
schizont iRBCs returned 10-fold higher optical trace lifetimes

(Fig. 3B) and acoustic trace amplitudes (Fig. 3C) than those of ring
iRBCs. The ring stage iRBCs were reliably distinguishable from
uninfected RBCs (Fig. 3B) despite the very small size of hemo-
zoin, 50–100 nm (11, 12). The laser fluence dependence of the
H-VNB lifetime clearly shows the threshold nature of H-VNB in
iRBC and the difference in H-VNB thresholds for ring and
schizont stages (Fig. 3B). The parasite stage-specific difference in
H-VNB signals correlates with the increases of hemozoin ag-
gregate size during parasite development (11, 12) because the
nanobubble lifetime and amplitude increase and the generation
threshold fluence decreases with the size of the nanoparticle
(14). In this experiment, H-VNBs detected a single human iRBC
among up to 800 uninfected RBCs in vitro, including ring stages,
and differentiated between ring and schizont parasite stages.

H-VNB Spectrum.The excitation wavelength dependence of H-VNBs
was investigated for isolated hemozoin nanocrystals and com-
pared with those for uninfected RBCs (Fig. 3D). In contrast with
RBCs, the hemozoin yielded a very narrow, 8-nm-wide, spectral
peak for H-VNBs in the near-infrared at 672 nm (Fig. 3D). This
peak is not seen in the optical density spectra of hemozoin or RBCs
(Fig. S3), has not been reported in previous optical and photo-
acoustic studies of hemozoin, and is associated with a threshold
mechanism of vapor nanobubble generation around an optically
absorbing nanoparticle (14). This unique feature of hemozoin
radically reduces the H-VNB generation threshold fluence at 672
nm to 10 mJ·cm−2, whereas the H-VNB generation threshold flu-
ence outside of this peak remains relatively high, further improving
the specificity of hemozoin detection with H-VNBs. The optical
absorbance of uninfected blood at 672 nm is quite low (Fig. S3),
and RBCs did not produce any nanobubbles at all in response to
the same laser pulse (Fig. 3D). Consequently, H-VNB can support
the detection of malaria with high specificity, while at the same
time reducing any potential damage to uninfected cells (Fig. 2
B and C). Furthermore, the laser pulses used did not cause any

Fig. 1. (A) Laser-induced generation of a transient H-VNB around hemozoin
nanoparticles inside a malaria parasite within the iRBC. Detection of optical
scattering signals of the nanobubble with an optical detector (OD) (B) and
(C) pressure pulse of the H-VNB detected with an ultrasound transducer (UT)
as an acoustic trace.

Fig. 2. Pulsed laser (532 nm, 40 mJ·cm−2) exposure of isolated hemozoin and cultured human blood cells results in hemozoin-dependent nanobubble
generation, which is detectable optically and acoustically and results in infected cell destruction. (A) Hemozoin nanoparticles in water. (B) Uninfected (Top)
and P. falciparum early ring stage–infected (bottom) human RBCs. Red arrows show how the trace lifetime (IV) and amplitude (V) are measured. (C) Un-
infected (Top) and P. falciparum mature schizont stage–infected (Bottom) human RBCs. (D) Uninfected human RBC. (I) Bright field image shows cells before
laser pulse. (II) SYBR green I fluorescence image reveals parasite presence before laser pulse. (III) Time-resolved optical scattering images of nanobubbles. (IV)
Optical scattering traces with nanobubble-specific signals in B and C. (V) Acoustic traces with nanobubble-specific signals in B and C. (VI) Bright field images
after laser pulse.
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spectroscopically detectable changes in blood samples (Fig. S8)
and thus are safe for uninfected RBCs.

Diagnostic Potential of H-VNBs. To evaluate the diagnostic potential
of H-VNBs in vivo, we designed a unique laser probe, established
unique H-VNB–specific diagnostic metrics, and tested these
probe and metrics in the two systems of hemozoin mixed with

a whole human blood and malaria-infected mice (Fig. 4). Unlike
former experiments with individual objects, here we focused on
the detection of H-VNBs in bulk blood and tissue and hence
used the acoustic detection due to the better propagation of the
acoustic waves, not light, in tissue.
A miniature laser probe (Fig. 4 A and B) comprising a 100 μm

optical fiber for delivery of a laser pulse and an ultrasound

Fig. 3. (A) Bulk excitation of ∼800 cells with a single laser pulse (532 nm) of broad aperture to expose cells within an area, depicted by the red outline. Inset shows
a single ring stage iRBC among uninfected cells detected in real time with SYBR green I fluorescence within the laser-exposed area. (B) Dependence of the vapor
nanobubble lifetime (a metric for the nanobubble maximal size) upon the single laser pulse fluence (532 nm) for uninfected RBCs (hollow black) and for iRBCs with
early ring (hollow red) and mature schizont (solid red) stages of parasites. Data are means ± SD for independent experiments (n = 3). (C) Maximal amplitude of
acoustic traces obtained from the mixed suspensions of single human iRBC mixed as 1:1,000 with uninfected RBCs and exposed to a broad laser pulse (800 RBCs per
laser pulse): uninfected RBC, ring stage, and schizont stage. Data are means ± SD for independent experiments (n = 3). (D) Dependence of the vapor nanobubble
lifetime (red circles, hemozoin crystals; black circles, uninfected RBCs) upon the laser pulse wavelength. Data are means ± SD for independent experiments (n = 3).

Fig. 4. (A) A probe for generation and detection of hemozoin-generated vapor nanobubbles in s.c. blood vessels (FP, fiber probe; UT, ultrasound transducer).
(B) A probe placed on a mouse ear. (C) Acoustic traces obtained for uninfected whole blood (black) and blood–hemozoin mixture (red); the concentration of
hemozoin corresponds to 0.1% of parasitemia and to exposure of 4 × 105 RBCs with a laser pulse. (D) Histograms of the maximal amplitude of acoustic traces
obtained for uninfected whole blood (black) and whole blood–hemozoin (red) samples at a concentration of hemozoin corresponding to 0.0001% of par-
asitemia; the black vertical line shows the amplitude threshold (T) that separates hemozoin-negative and -positive traces. Statistical analysis was via three
independent sets of acoustical traces, 200 traces in each, and the two-sample t test, P < 0.05. (E) HI as a function of the hemozoin-equivalent parasitemia level
for hemozoin–whole blood samples. Data are means ± SD for three independent laser scans, 200 traces in each. Statistical analysis was via the two-sample
t test, *P < 0.05. Laser parameters for C–E are 672 nm, 103 mJ·cm−2. (F) Acoustic traces in response to a single laser pulse (672 nm, 15 μJ) applied to the ear skin
of an uninfected animal (black dashed), an s.c. blood vessel of an uninfected animal (black), and an infected animal (red). (G) Histograms of the maximal
amplitude of 400 acoustic traces obtained for uninfected (black) and infected animals at the parasitemia level of 0.00072% (red); the black vertical line shows
the trace amplitude threshold (T) that separates hemozoin (H-VNB)–negative and –positive traces. Statistical analysis was via 400 traces for each sample and
the two-sample t test, P < 0.05. (H) HI as a function of the parasitemia level in infected animals. Data are means ± SD for three independent laser scans, 400
traces for each. Statistical analysis was via the two-sample t test, *P < 0.05.
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transducer for detecting pressure pulses in response to each laser
pulse at 672 nm was constructed. This probe was first evaluated in
vitro (Fig. 3 D–F) using mixtures of hemozoin in whole human
blood in a 1-mm-deep glass cuvette that modeled a blood vessel.
The hemozoin concentrations approximated specific levels of
P. falciparum trophozoite parasitemia (19–21). Each sample was
scanned with laser pulses at 20 Hz to obtain 200 acoustic traces.
Traces of hemozoin-free whole blood returned low-amplitude
signals of thermoelastic origin due to weak bulk optical absorption
and heating of hemoglobin (Fig. 4C, black). In traces obtained from
the hemozoin blood samples, we observed signals 4–10-fold
higher in amplitude attributable to H-VNBs (Fig. 4C, red). The
multiple wiggles in this trace are caused by the echoing of the
original single pulse by the detector. By comparing the acoustic
trace amplitude histograms of the hemozoin-positive and -negative
blood, we identified the group of hemozoin-specific H-VNB traces
of the high amplitude (Fig. 4D).
H-VNB metrics were determined through these histograms

of 200 traces, which comprise one signal set: (i) The maximal
detected amplitude for hemozoin-negative blood sample was
defined as the “H-VNB threshold” (T), the traces obtained from
hemozoin-blood sample were counted as hemozoin-negative if
their amplitude was below T, and the traces with an amplitude
above T were counted as hemozoin-positive; (ii) the incidence
rate (IR) of hemozoin-positive traces was determined for each
set (IR = Nhz/N, where Nhz is the number of the detected
hemozoin-positive traces and N is the total number of the traces
in the set); and (iii) the mean hemozoin-positive trace amplitude
(A) was determined only for the traces with an amplitude above
T. For diagnostic applications, we combined these metrics into
the Hemozoin Index (HI), HI = IR (A–T). The HI is determined
by the probability of iRBC to occur in the laser-exposed volume,
the number of simultaneously irradiated iRBCs, and the size of
hemozoin in the iRBC. HI was measured as a function of the
hemozoin concentration (which approximates the trophozoite
parasitemia level) (19–21) in whole human blood (Fig. 4E).
Hemozoin-positive traces were detectable, with a good signal-to-
noise ratio (>3) at a hemozoin equivalent parasitemia level as
low as 0.0001%, but were not found in hemozoin-negative blood
(zero false-positives) and, most importantly, yielded good corre-
lation (0.99) of HI to the equivalent parasitemia level (Fig. 4E).

H-VNB in Animals. Malaria-infected mice were investigated trans-
dermally by placing the probe described earlier on the animal’s
ear (Fig. 4 A and B), delivering 400 laser pulses in 20 s (672 nm,
15 μJ) and detecting the acoustic trace in response to each pulse.
First, we located an s.c. blood microvessel in an uninfected an-
imal by monitoring the blood-specific increase in the trace am-
plitude compared with that of the skin (Fig. 4F, black solid vs.
dashed). Second, the mouse was injected via tail vein with spe-
cific doses of donor iRBCs with the P. yoelii 17XNL malaria
strain. Third, after the iRBCs spread uniformly throughout the
circulatory system, 400 laser pulses were applied again to the
same blood vessel, and a set of 400 acoustic traces in response to
each laser pulse was simultaneously recorded (Fig. 4F, red). For
each animal, three trace sets were randomly obtained and the
blood was immediately taken to determine the level of actual
parasitemia with the two standard microscopy methods. Trace
amplitude histograms (Fig. 4G) were analyzed for each animal to
determine the H-VNB metrics described earlier.
Some traces obtained from the infected animals (Fig. 4F, red)

were similar to hemozoin-positive traces (Fig. 4C) and therefore
indicated the presence of hemozoin and hence the malaria
parasites in the mouse. At the lowest level of parasitemia of
0.00034%, the ratio of the amplitudes of the H-VNBs and un-
infected blood traces was above 2. The H-VNB threshold of 42
mV was determined from the histograms of uninfected animals
(Fig. 4G). We observed these H-VNB traces with the amplitude

above the threshold (Fig. 4F, red) only in infected animals, but
none in all studied uninfected animals (with the total trace count
about 10,000). Therefore, we generated and detected H-VNB
transdermally with the low limit of parasitemia detection under
a zero false-positive rate. The HI was derived from the trace
amplitude histogram for infected animals (Fig. 4G) as described
above and revealed good correlation (0.99) to the parasitemia
level (Fig. 4H).
Similar to in vitro hemozoin data (Fig. 4E), HI is not fully

linear with the parasitemia level because the number of the
simultaneously irradiated iRBCs and the hemozoin content
depend upon many physiological factors. Thus, the quantitative
H-VNB diagnostics of malaria will require additional calibration.
Parasitemia level as currently measured also does not always
correlate with disease severity (22, 23). Therefore, after a detailed
preclinical study, the H-VNBs may reveal unique diagnostic and
prognostic metrics. Although hemozoin levels vary enormously
over the stages of the disease, we are confident that H-VNBs will
prove to be invaluable for rapidly detecting malaria infection
through the skin over a wide range of parasitemia.

Safety and Use in Humans. We monitored the morphological
structure of mouse ears and the animal behavior, looking for
any adverse effects of the H-VNB diagnostic method. No sign
of skin and blood vessel damage was detected after application
of >1,000 laser pulses (Fig. 5 A and B), nor did the animals
reveal any anxiety or pain. These observations, combined with

Fig. 5. Mouse ear before (A) and after (B) acquisition of 2,000 acoustic
traces in total at 672 nm. The laser probe position is shown with a black
circle. Human ear (C) and the acoustic traces obtained at two positions of the
laser probe (shown with black circles): (D) blood capillary and (E) skin.
Magnified images of the blood capillary in human ear before (F) and after
(G) acquisition of 1,000 acoustic traces at 672 nm.
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the absence of spectral changes in the irradiated blood (Fig. S8)
and no damage to uninfected adjacent RBCs (Fig. 2 B and C),
indicate that the H-VNB method is safe. To determine the
feasibility of H-VNB in humans, we next tested the developed
laser probe on human ears (Fig. 5C). Laser pulses were applied
at the fluence of 15 mJ·cm−2, well within the laser safety American
National Standards Institute limits (24). The traces were obtained
from a visible s.c. capillary (Fig. 5D) versus the skin (Fig. 5E).
Clearly, the laser probe reliably detected capillaries through the
skin. The trace amplitude-based process of locating the blood
vessel in the ear took less than 10 s and was well reproducible in
all four studied individuals. It also did not cause any morpho-
logical damage to the ear skin (Fig. 5 F andG) or any discomfort.
These experiments indicate the feasibility and safety of the
H-VNB method for future use in humans.

Discussion
Current optical malaria diagnostic methods use various reagents
to detect the parasite (3–7). Previous laser approaches (25) used
an exogenous dye and a much longer pulse of 1,000-fold higher
energy than that used here. Such a combination failed to confine
the laser-induced thermal effects to iRBCs and thus was not
malaria-specific or safe. Previous in vitro photoacoustic approaches
(26, 27) required a relatively large amount of blood because they
used the bulk thermoelastic mechanism of signal generation and
thus were unable to detect single iRBCs among many uninfected
RBCs. Several other diagnostic methods use the various optical
properties of hemozoin (19, 28–33). All these methods cannot
transdermally and rapidly detect low levels of parasitemia in a
needle- and reagent-free way, as H-VNBs demonstrated.
In contrast to these approaches, H-VNBs enable rapid, safe,

sensitive, and remote detection of malaria-specific hemozoin.
Hemozoin can be found in any parasite type and any blood stage,
including gametocytes (8, 10, 11). High parasite sensitivity and
the specificity of H-VNBs result from a much stronger acoustic
signal of a vapor nanobubble compared with that from a bulk
thermal effect used by traditional photoacoustics (26, 27, 34) or
from the optical effects in hemozoin (28–33). Vapor bubbles can
also be generated via optical absorbance of hemoglobin in un-
infected RBCs but at more than 100-fold higher laser fluence
(35). We believe that the H-VNB method may similarly detect
free hemozoin in the residual bodies after merozoite release or
in tissue (36). Although such hemozoin does not contribute to the
standard parasitemia count, its presence is associated with malaria
infection (37, 38), and therefore, its detection also has diagnostic
value. In addition to the parasite detection, the mechanical im-
pact of H-VNB also demonstrated a unique selective and in-
stantaneous destruction of the parasites (Fig. 2 B and C, V). This
parasiticidal effect of H-VNB is the subject of a separate study.
H-VNBs have several important features: (i) Its transdermal

nature eliminates a needle to draw blood and any reagents, (ii)
there is good optical access to s.c. human blood capillaries in
humans, (iii) rugged inexpensive microlasers exist (www.standa.lt/
products/catalog/lasers_laser_accessories?item=289) that can be
modified to operate in harsh conditions [one such laser, STA-1
(Standa, Lithuania), has been used by us for 4 years without any
maintenance], (iv) a diagnosis can be obtained in seconds by
nonmedical personnel, and (v) the H-VNBs are almost certainly
physiologically safe to normal cells, skin, and organs and cannot
cause macrodamage, including embolism. Based on our results,
we believe that after further development, the H-VNB method
can be translated to large-scale screening for malaria using
portable diagnostic devices.

Materials and Methods
Generation of H-VNB. Generation of a transient vapor nanobubble around an
optically absorbing hemozoin nanoparticle employs a short, single laser pulse
of picosecond duration (Fig. S1) to localize the volume of heated liquid

around hemozoin. The laser was tuned in the visible and near-infrared
wavelengths to determine the maximal nanobubble generation efficacy
(Fig. 3D). The pulse fluence was set well above the nanobubble generation
threshold to provide close to 100% probability of an H-VNB generation.
The fluence was measured for each pulse. The pulse duration was found to
be critical for the H-VNB generation efficacy (Fig. S2), opening an avenue
for improvement of the method.

Detection of H-VNB. Detection, imaging, and quantification of H-VNBs
were performed simultaneously with the excitation laser pulse using three
independent methods (16). Time-resolved optical scattering imaging (Fig.
S1C) visualizes the vapor nanobubble and its location, whereas optical
scattering (Fig. S1B) and acoustic (Fig. S1D) traces show the nanobubble
dynamics and measure its maximal size through the lifetime of the optical
trace or the maximal amplitude of the acoustic trace (14, 16). Free space
delivery of laser pulses and optical detection of nanobubbles were used for
isolated objects by focusing the excitation pulses and probing continuous
laser beams on the object (Fig. S1). Whole blood samples in a cuvette
(μ-Slide, #80826, Ibidi LLC) and animals were studied with a miniature probe
that comprised an optical fiber and ultrasound detector (Fig. 4 A and B). A
pulsed laser was coupled with a 100 μm multimode optical fiber (M83L01,
Thorlabs Inc.) for hemozoin excitation. Acoustic signals were detected with
ultrasound transducers (XMS-310, Olympus NDT Inc. and custom transducers
designed by Precision Acoustics Ltd.) that were coassembled with an optical
fiber tip (Fig. 4 A and B). The transducer output signal was amplified and
analyzed with a digital oscilloscope. Each acoustic trace was measured in
a specific time window determined by the excitation laser pulse.

Models. Experimental models included several systems: (i) isolated hemozoin
nanoparticles in water and (ii) individual human RBCs infected with P. fal-
ciparum strain 3D7 [American Type Culture Collection (ATCC), Manassas, VA]
in vitro. Deidentified blood samples were obtained from healthy donors
from the Baylor College of Medicine under a Rice Institutional Review
Board–approved protocol. (iii) Mixtures of human iRBCs and uninfected
RBCs were prepared in PBS in a ratio of 1:800 for in vitro studies, and (iv)
whole human blood was mixed with different concentrations of hemozoin
to model specific levels of trophozoite parasitemia (19–21). Each sample was
scanned with a laser at least three times. (v) Animal studies used a P. yoelii
nonlethal malaria model (39). Female BALB/c mice aged 5–7 wk were
obtained from Harland Laboratories and were maintained under conven-
tional conditions in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals and were randomly assigned to experimental groups.
Animals were infected with a P. yoelii 17XNL strain (MRA-593, ATCC) via tail
vein injection of specific doses of infected mouse RBCs. This injection method
enabled immediate comparison of uninfected blood with infected blood on
the same blood vessel and also minimized hemozoin containing white blood
cells (37, 38). In experiments, uninfected animals were anesthetized, and
a laser probe was scanned across the ear lobe to locate the blood vessel (via
the amplitude of acoustic signal) (Fig. 4F). After the vessel was located, mice
were i.v. injected with iRBCs at a specific dose to achieve different levels of
parasitemia. These iRBCs were obtained immediately before the injection
from donor infections. To ensure complete mixing and even distribution of
the injected iRBCs in the blood system (40, 41), laser pulses were applied 10
min after the injection. Three sets of acoustic traces, 400 each, were col-
lected for each of the seven animals at different levels of parasitemia, which
were determined with the two microscopy methods described below in
blood samples obtained immediately after the laser scans. All experiments
were carried out under approval of the Rice University Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee. (vi) Human studies used four healthy volunteers
and were carried out under a Rice Institutional Review Board–approved
protocol. Ear lobes were scanned with the laser probe, and their visible
morphological state was monitored at a magnification of 5× before and
after the application of the laser probe.

Malaria Metrics. Independent quantification of malaria used two standard
microscopy-based methods: (i) Giemsa staining (17) (Fig. S7, I and II) was used
to identify the ring and schizont stages of malaria parasite development and
measure the level of parasitemia. (ii) Fluorescent staining with SYBR green I
(Fig. S7, III) was used as an additional independent method (18) to identify
malaria parasite-infected cells and specific stages of the parasite de-
velopment. Up to 600 image frames (15 × 106 cells in total) were analyzed
with a confocal microscope and image analysis program LSM710 (Carl Zeiss
MicroImaging GmbH). Parasitemia was measured in percentages as a ratio of
the number of parasite-positive cells to the total number of cells × 100%.
Because the level of parasitemia in all animals was unknown in advance and
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was measured after collecting the acoustic traces, the measurement of IR of
hemozoin-positive traces was performed in a blind manner.

H-VNB Metrics. Each H-VNB was quantified through the two parameters. The
duration of the optical scattering trace was measured as the H-VNB lifetime
(Fig. 2, IV). This parameter characterizes the maximal diameter of expand-
ing and collapsing nanobubbles (14, 16). The maximal amplitude of each
acoustic trace was measured in mV as a peak-to-peak signal (Fig. 2, V). We
have found that the acoustic trace amplitude correlates well with H-VNB
lifetime (Fig. S3) and therefore also describes its maximal diameter. The
H-VNB probed samples were characterized through the statistical parame-
ters of the set of traces obtained under specific laser fluence for each sam-
ple. Three parameters were obtained through the statistical analysis of the
histogram of the trace amplitude in each set (Fig. 4 D and G): (i) The maximal
detected amplitude among hemozoin-negative traces was defined as the
H-VNB threshold (T), and the traces with the amplitude below the threshold
were counted as hemozoin-negative and the traces with the amplitude
above the threshold were counted as hemozoin-positive (Fig. 4 D and G); (ii)
the IR of hemozoin-positive traces was determined for each group (IR = Nhz/
N, where Nhz is the number of hemozoin-positive traces and N is the total
number of the detected traces); and (iii) the mean trace amplitude (A) was
determined only for hemozoin-positive traces (Fig. 4 D and G). These three
statistical metrics of H-VNBs were aggregated for diagnostic applications
into the HI, HI = IR (A–T) (Fig. 4 E and H).

The above metrics were applied as follows: Each set of 400 traces (animal
experiment) was obtained in 20 s. Given the dimensions, blood velocity, and

RBC concentration in the microvessel, each laser pulse of 0.1 mm diameter
irradiated ∼0.008 μl of blood (40,000 RBCs), thus providing sufficient statis-
tics of the 15 million RBCs per set of 400 traces. For example, a parasitemia
level of 0.00072% in an infected animal corresponds to 14 irradiated iRBCs
during 400 laser pulses, giving a probability of 0.035 for each iRBC to be
exposed to a single laser pulse. An actual animal experiment yielded 12 ± 2
hemozoin-specific traces with amplitude above the threshold T. This corre-
sponds to an incidence rate per iRBC of 0.03, which is close to the above
theoretically estimated probability of 0.035. However, at the higher para-
sitemia levels, the IR saturates at the maxima level of 1.0, and the growing
number of simultaneously irradiated iRBCs in a single pulse results in an
increasing mean trace amplitude A. Therefore, combining both metrics IR
and A into one HI provides a better correlation with the parasitemia level
over a wide range (Fig. 4 E and H). The animal data were statistically analyzed
using a two-sample t test (Origin Pro-8 software, Origin Lab Corporation). The
HI was correlated to the parasitemia level via Pearson correlation coefficient.
Our sample volume was limited by 400 traces in vivo but can be further in-
creased to detect an even lower level of parasitemia.

Further experimental and methodological details can be found in SI
Materials and Methods.
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